TRAFFORD HALL HOTEL
CATERING FOR FUNERAL

FROM £17.95 PP

We understand! Post-funeral reception gives an opportunity for the family members
to spend time together and remember the person who died in a relaxed atmosphere.
Organizing a funeral reception could be stressful at times, so we take the hassle out and
tailor a complete package that may suit your specifications. We also offer affordable
accommodation for your guests who travelled far.
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CATERING FACILITIES
A range of catering facilities from Continental to Asian
that includes the on-site world famous Kashmir 1887
Restaurant and Bar offering traditional Kashmiri Cuisine
that will impress your guests with tantalizing flavors.

GRAND VENUE
1887 Grand Hall is an eclectic revival of 19th century
architecture with black high ceiling, wooden floor
and the influence of Asian & Middle Eastern interiors
reminiscences the beauty of Victorian era

EXCLUSIVE BAR
1887 Grand hall is attached to an exclusive boutique bar
that could serve a wide range of drinks tailored to your
specifications.

GREAT LOCATION
FREE ON-SITE CAR PARKING
Strategically located in Old Trafford which is close to
the city centre by drive or public transport. Trafford bar
tram station is 2 minutes away.

23 Talbot Road, Old Trafford, Manchester M16 0PE
Tel: 0161 848 7791

•

Email: info@traffordhallhotel.com

dinner or a seated meal. The venue
offers a warm, relaxed and peaceful
atmosphere that is will be suitable for
your friends and family to spend some
quality time together.
Room hire from £60 per hour
Capacity
Standing drinks reception 110 people
Standing buffet meal 90 people
Seated banqueting meal 72 people

The Hotel facility
Trafford Hall Hotel is a beautiful
Victorian styled 33 bed room boutique
property with two featured venues
the 1887 Grand Hall & Trafford Hall
Lounge. There is an on-site boutique
restaurant the World famous Mumtaz
that caters traditional Kashmiri Cuisine.
Both venues have equipped kitchen &
full bar facility attached, so an outside
caterer could prepare fresh food
in-house. The hotel features FREE car
park and High speed Wi-Fi facility for
all guests. The hotel reception is open
24 hours to assist with any queries.
Strategically located in Old Trafford, it is
close to the city center yet peaceful.

The Trafford Hall Lounge
The Trafford Hall Lounge is sleek and
modern with comfortable seating. It is
an intimate venue for small gatherings,
most suitable for drinks reception and
seated family meal.
Room Hire from £50 per hour
Capacity
Standing drinks reception 45 people
Standing buffet meal 35 people
Seated banqueting meal 30 people
Catering - Food & Drinks
Sandwich Buffet from £9.95 per person
Hot & Cold finger Buffet
from £12.95 per person

The 1887 Grand Hall
The 1887 Grand hall is an eclectic revival
of 19th century architecture with black
high ceiling, wooden floor and the
influence of Asian & Middle Eastern
interiors reminiscences the beauty of
Victorian era. It is a grand venue with
attached bar could offer an elegant
space for drinks reception, buffet

Arrival Drink from £4.00 per person
Coffee & tea from £2.00 per person
Packages (Minimum 10 people required)
Package including Sandwich
from £17.95 person
Package including Hot & Cold
from £19.95 per person
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